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ResearchConcept

value of LAW dominationFragility of law when 
confronted with people

LAW IS CONTEXTUAL

Rule established, dictated, set by 
authority

Law is necessary for the life of the 
community

Is law protecting the 
commons?

commons = what breaks the 
identity-making bonduaries of 
individuals exposing them to 
potential conflict

for communites of people for individual rights

common law proper law



OBLIGATION
DUTY
GIFT

Communitas: com + “munus” 

“MUNUS”= reciprocity or 
mutuality of “giving” that 
assing to each other an 
“obligation”

meanings that limits the emphasis on the 
oppositions public-private, collective-individual

How can a gift be a duty?
 A gift that one gives because one must give and because 
one cannot not give

it implies a LOSS

which is still MUTUAL

the munus indicates only the gift that one gives, not 
what one receives

“Communis”: what is not proper

FIRST CANONICAL MEANING

see also:  KOINOS (greek)

   GEMEIN (gothic)

   derivatives:  Gemeinde
     Gemeinschaft    
     Vergemeinschaftung

what belong to more than one,
what is PUBLIC
COLLECTIVE

in opposition to  PRIVATE
   INDIVIDUAL

References Roberto Esposito: “The Origin and Destiny of Community”



“What is the “thing” that the members 
of the community have in common, 
and is it really “something” positive?”

The COMMON is not characterized  
by what is proper but by what is 
IMPROPER, BY THE OTHER

a “NO - THING” that forms our 
COMMON-GROUND

being individual in a community 
should be a form of existence that 
needs you to “BECOME OTHER”

Neo-Liberalism 
+

Logic of Biopolitics

the “being” in a community is 
marked by a fear of conflict (fear of 
a common danger) and by  a feeling 
of closeness

Communitas is the totality of persons united not by a 
“property” but precisely by an obligation or a debt; not by an 
“addition”but by a “subtraction”



Modernity = community of perfect individuals

Neo-Liberalism 
+

Logic of Biopolitics

Bordered individuals,
isolated and protected by IMMUNIZATION

that freed them from that “dept” of the 
community existence, relieving them from 
contact

Which is seen as a threat to their indentity ,
because it expose them to a possible conflict

It seems that the only way individuals 
can survive is by breaking every 
communitarian bond.

“If community is so threatening 
to the individual integrity of the 
subjects that it puts into relation, 
nothing else remains for us 

except to "immunize 
us" beforehand and, in so 
doing, to negate the very 
same foundations of 

community”



& WITH THE HELP OF THE LAW

Turning community into its opposite

ENSURING SURVIVAL FOR THE 
COMMUNITY

While SETTING UP NEW BONDS 
against the connective power of the 
Munus = what we have in common

“Law constitutes community through its destitution”

References Roberto Esposito : “Immunitas: The Protection and Negation of Life”



Laws are always partial, 
never for individuals

In order to ensure LIFE 
and protect individuals from death 
(= conflict), LAW functions by 
IMMUNIZING the COLLECTIVE 
BODY (the COMMUNITY) from the 
perceived danger

being PARTIAL

SOCIETY IS LEGALLY GOVERNED 
AND UNIFIED BY THE PRINICPLE 
OF COMMON SEPARATION

The only things we have 
in common is whateveris 
individual

Law safeguards community by 
making available things to whoever 
claim to possess them



Neo-Liberal political theories

Politics (and democracy) 
constitutes a form of a WE
which requires the existence 
of a THEY.
Democracy tries to eliminate 
the antagonism between we 
and they by a rational belief 
in an universal CONSENSUS 
BASED ON REASON

INDIVIDUALISM What about COLLECTIVE 
IDENTITIES?



In the real world PASSIONS,
ANTAGONISM,
AFFECTS are also central to the 
consitution of INDENTIES

Which model can be then able to 
desribe us as both individual and 
collective bodies?

References Chantal Mouffe: “Agonistics, Thinking the World Politically”



PLURALIST DEMOCRACY
We may need a 

that recognize & legitimize 
CONFLICT



IN PRACTICE:

My project will be a game that simulate & stimulate conflict 
while questioning the value and durability of its regulations (or 
instructions)
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